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But that’s not all... Smith also voted to hand Nancy Pelosi totalitarian control  
over her farcical “January 6 committee” – which, of course, she promptly abused.  
How hard was that to predict??

Republicans must stand united to preserve, protect, and defend the United 
States of America!  Voting on the Democrat “infrastructure” bill was a time for 
political courage.  It was a time for moral resolve. 

Today’s Democrats are the party of the hard Left.  These diabolical radicals 
have nearly total control of our federal government.  It’s late in the game and the 
clock is running.

Our precious Constitutional Republic is under attack from the radical Left as 
never before.  The 2022 election could be our last off-ramp before true calamity. 
Chris Smith doesn’t get it.  He’s roamed the DC swamp for too many decades.

Smith’s most recent betrayal: He was one of the 13 misguided House 
Republicans who voted to rescue Biden’s woke “infrastructure” bill! 

We all want to modernize our critical infrastructure.  Some of the projects 
aided by that bill are worthy of public funding.  But this was NOT the moment 
for politics as usual.  This was NOT the moment for earmarks.

The future of our country is at stake!

IT WAS TIME TO FIGHT FOR AMERICA!

Chris Smith failed.  And America inched closer to the abyss.

I’M DAVID BURG  I’m running for Congress against Chris Smith 
in the June 2022 Republican primary.

I’m NOT a politician.  I’m a political outsider.  
I’m running to FIGHT for the survival of our beloved country!

Chris Smith doesn’t comprehend the gravity of this moment.

After 40 years and 21 terms in office it’s time for a change.

Let’s put AMERICA FIRST.
Let’s elect  to represent NJ’s 4th District in Congress!David Burg
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